Guidebook to 40 circular walks in Pembrokeshire in Wales. Ranging from 1 to 12 miles, the walks provide something for everyone, from novices to experienced ramblers, and take up to seven hours. None of the walks demand technical skill and often incorporate places to visit or a welcoming pub or café.

The interesting and varied routes take in the dramatic beauty of the national park and its coast, the Daugleddau's hidden tidal reaches (once busy with coal barges) and the Preseli Hills (from which ancient man took the 'bluestones' for Stonehenge), while exploring wooded gorges (whose fast-flowing streams powered long-forgotten mills), prehistoric hillforts and medieval castles.

Each walk's detailed route description is accompanied by extracts from 1:50K OS mapping, and includes key information such as distance, ascent, terrain, parking and available refreshments. There is background information about some of the many interesting buildings, places and features encountered and a route summary table is also included.

Key marketing points
• 1.1 million people holiday in the national park each year
• Introduction to the best walking in the national park
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